Jordan Willis
Edge Defender
Age: 21 Ht: 6’03” Wt: 263
Arms: 33 3/8” 40: 4.62s
College: Kansas State

I. Executive Summary
By PFF’s overall season grades, Willis finished as the No. 1–ranked edge defender in college football in 2016,
ahead of the likes of Myles Garrett, Derek Barnett, Taco Charlton, Charles Harris and Takk McKinley. On a
game-by-game basis, Willis’ grades have climbed steadily since 2014 to the point where he posted a 2016
season without any significant low points. His play improved each season of his career in overall grade, pass
rush grade and run defense grade.
Willis posted his best pressure percentage in 2016, affecting the QB on over 15% of his opportunities — and
over 16% when coming from his base position at left defensive end. The majority of his pressure came by
winning to the outside, but he showed the ability to generate pressure via various attacks.
With 80 total pressures generated in 2016, Willis finished second in the country, and, proving himself not to
be one-dimensional, Willis graded near the top of his position group as a run defender as well.
Jordan Willis was on the field for more than 92% of Kansas State’s defensive plays — one of the highest
percentages among all Power 5 edge defenders in 2016 and the largest percentage he has seen in the past
three seasons with the Wildcats. Willis’ snap total was also limited by the team’s Week 4 game being called
at halftime due to lightning. The vast majority of Willis’ 2016 snaps came from the left defensive end position
and he rushed the passer on 62% of those snaps.
Named the South’s Most Outstanding Player at the 2017 Senior Bowl, Willis earned the game’s highest passrush grade after posting a pair of sacks, four hurries and two forced fumbles on 22 pass-rush snaps.
Willis’ 2016 season as an edge rusher compares very favorably to that of one of PFF’s top 2015 edge
rushers, Joey Bosa.
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II. Grades
Willis topped the country’s edge defenders (ED) with the highest overall PFF grade in 2016.
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Willis’ 2016 pass
rush and run
defense grades
compared
favorably to other
prominent edge
defenders from this
draft class.

Over his past three seasons at Kansas State, Willis improved in each facet of play each season. While his
pass rush production is what is most commonly noted about him, he also performed well against the run.
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Willis’ game by game production trend from 2014 to 2016, as reflected in PFF overall game grades
below, shows the growth of a player who improved each season, culminating in his 2016 effort that
ranked him atop the country’s best edge defenders.
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III. Production—Pass Rush
The most common place to find Willis rushing the passer from in 2016 was the left defensive end spot—that
was also where he was most effective as a pass rusher, generating pressure of some form on more than
16% of his 447 attempts.

Willis’ overall pressure
percentage has risen
each season and took a
massive jump in 2016:

Breaking down how Willis earned
his pressure in 2016, the diagram
to the left shows his propensity
for winning to the outside.
In addition to those numbers
when beating a blocker, he
earned 6 pressures while unblocked and 6 more in clean-up
or pursuit situations.
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His impressive pressure
percentage in 2016 stands
out when shown against
those of some other top
edge defenders in the
class.

Willis converted pressure
into sacks 15 times in
2016, more than 18% of
his total pressures and the
highest figure of his time
at Kansas State.
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Taking pressure percentage a step further and weighing sacks a bit heavier than hits or hurries produces a
metric called “Pass Rushing Productivity” (PRP). Willis ranked highly among all edge defenders in the Power
5 conferences in 2016 with an impressive 13.3 PRP.

When looking more
specifically at edge
defenders primarily
playing a 4-3 DE
position, Willis’ PRP
again stacks up
well...
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Willis’ tally of 80 total pressures generated in 2016 was 2nd-best in the country and most impressive in that
total was the late tear he was on—producing 32 total pressures from Week 12 through the bowl game, well
ahead of any other in that stretch.
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Looking at sacks generated against Power 5 competition, Willis once again rose to the top of the list, finishing second in the nation with 14 sacks.
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IV. Production—Run Defense
PFF’s run defense grades, however, take much more into account than just tackles—beating blocks and
positively affecting plays also factor into the grade. When all else was considered, Willis’ run defense grade
showed him to be one of the top run defenders among edge players.
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Comparing Willis to a standout from a year ago, Joey Bosa, the two most recent top-graders
among edge defenders stack up with similar final seasons. Willis produced more total pressures
than Bosa’s 2015 season.
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V. Playing Time
Willis finished 2016 with one of the highest total snap counts among all Power 5 edge defenders. While playing in more than 92% of his team’s defensive snaps, a career best for him at Kansas State. His total of 841
defensive snaps played in 2016 was also limited by the team’s Week 4 game being called at halftime due to
lightning.
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10 times in 2016, Willis played at least 90% of KSU’s defensive snaps and he played every snap in a game
four times during the season.

Looking at his snap percentage progression over the past three seasons shows his climb up to every-down
contribution.
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Willis’ snaps by alignment
changed over the past
three seasons. In 2016,
85% of his snaps came
from the left side in a
defensive end position...

...while in 2015 his shift
to the left side was split
more between a true
edge position and time
spent in a 5-technique
alignment.

...and in 2014 he saw the
majority of his action on
the right side or lined up
in the interior.
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In addition to Willis
spending more time
locked in at the LDE spot
in 2016, his percentage of
snaps spent pass rushing
was also the highest of
his past three seasons.

In 2015 and in 2014, he
saw something much
closer to a 45%-55% split
between run defense and
pass rush duties.

Notable in 2014 was his
game in Week 4 against
Auburn where he lined up
more often as a ROLB
and dropped into
coverage more than he
would the rest of his
college career.
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